
Carbon Reporting and Monitoring

If you are a business wanting to start on your pathway to Net Zero, Advantage Utilities will help you decide

on the most suitable solution to help measure and report on your carbon footprint and highlight where you

need to make improvements on your journey towards Net Zero. We offer a one-stop solution, covering your

business's journey from beginning to end according to your needs. We can implement the appropriate

solutions required to meet your goals and certify your business accordingly. 

Carbon Reporting Solutions

Future Net Zero™ Standard Solution

Simple, secure and cost-effective, the Future Net Zero Standard™ (FNZ) is

powered by the CBN Expert dashboard. The dashboard allows your business

to input data to monitor and calculate your carbon expenditure. 

You can take advantage of the Essential or Professional version of the FNZ

Software to record your data, measure, set targets, track & report the carbon

emissions in your business. 

Simple, secure and cost-effective way to measure your carbon footprint.
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Scope 1 & 2 Reporting

Set & Track Benchmark

Multi-site Reporting

Future Net Zero™ - Essential

CBN Expert Essential includes all you need to take control of your carbon emissions to start your
journey towards Net Zero. Measuring energy expenditure, business travel and direct carbon. 

All Features of FNZ Essential

Automated Data Entry

Scope 3 Reporting

International Reporting

FNZ Professional will take you to the next step of your Net Zero journey. Aimed at businesses who
are ready to start measuring their Scope 3 emissions and collaborate with their supply chains.

Future Net Zero™ - Professional 

Customisable Inputs

Embedded Action Tracker

Customisable Reporting

Carbon Offset Reporting

Easy (Manual) Data Entry

Stakeholder Reporting

Annually verified by Future Net Zero Standard™, your business will be benchmarked at the

start, with the aim of working towards the different FNZ Standard accreditations (Bronze,

Silver, Gold and Platinum) to certify your annual improvements in carbon reduction.

What will the FNZ Standard achieve?

Carbon Monitoring and Reporting 

Bespoke Carbon Reporting

If your business is aiming to meet and be certified by the ISO
14001 standard, we offer a range of bespoke ISO 14001
consultancy to help your business achieve this.

We can help towards achieving the ISO 14001 standard. 

ISO 14001 is an internationally recognised standard which can be
applied to a business of any size, within any sector. ISO 14001 sets
out the criteria for an environmental management system, mapping
out a framework that a company or organisation can follow to set up
an effective environmental management system and includes the
development of business policy and operational procedures to
achieve your goal. 
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Carbon Monitoring and Reporting 

Recognising the importance of making a full

commitment, Advantage Utilities is working with

FNZ and CBN Expert to enable businesses to

make a pledge and commit towards achieving net-

zero as defined by the United Nations Framework

Convention  on Climate Change (UNFCCC) Race

To Zero campaign. Your Pledge is optional and

can be publicised to promote your commitment. 

Make a Pledge

How can we help? 

Advise on the appropriate reporting option for your business size and goals.

Assist your business with setting targets that can be measured and shared. 

Audit your business energy, identify and implement technology and solutions that will help you to

reduce your carbon emissions; such as LED Lighting, Solar, CHP.

Record the data for you monthly to deliver your carbon reports - for one, or multiple sites. 

Benchmark your business now.
 Take the first step on your carbon journey by speaking to our consultants for advice. 
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Contact Us

www.advantageutilities.com

The Coda Studios, 189 Munster Road, London, SW6 6AW

Join the UNFCCC Race to Net Zero Campaign.

Our consultants can advise on and help implement your carbon reduction strategy.

Help comply with relevant legislation such as ESOS and SECR - if applicable to your business size.

Offset any remaining carbon, if necessary. 

From start to finish, our team of expert consultants will help define your roadmap to becoming a   

  carbon neutral business, implement the necessary measures to get you there and certify you 

    accordingly. 
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